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An interactive workshop designed to increase a writer's security when writing character 

dialogue in fiction. I once heard someone say that if you can talk, you can write dialogue. 

One would think, but this is not altogether true. Before you can write good dialogue you 

have to know your characters as well as you know yourself. Plot brings life to your story, 

but dialogue brings your characters to life. This program is broken up into several 

section, each one highlighting a different aspect of the art of dialogue, from tag lines 

(friend or foe) to dialect (it's not what they say, but how they say it). 

Lecture One: The Voice of Reason 

I am by no means an expert on anything, but one of the things I do fancy myself pretty 

darn good at dialogue. I once heard someone say that if you can talk, you can write 

dialogue. One would think, but this is not altogether true. If writing dialogue came easy, 

we would all be famous, or well on our way. 

Let’s get started. Before you can write good dialogue you have to know your characters 

as well as you know yourself. Plot brings life into your characters, but dialogue brings 

your characters to life. Who is telling your story? You as the author decide whose voice 

your reader will hear. Your characters and how they speak, from the hero and heroine to 

the secondary characters will make or break your story. You must have a firm grasp on 

where they come from, what their education is and what their lifestyle is. 

For example, a wealthy gentleman from Savannah would not say, “I’ve got some babes 

comin’ to the crib later.” It doesn’t fit with the generalized profile. Think of Rhett Butler 

or Kevin Spacey in the recent film Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil. The accent 

is very distinctive and the correct choice of words is essential. Even from two different 

time periods, these men spoke in a very similar manner. If you are unsure of how your 

character should sound, watch movies. You can also take it one step further and seek out 

people who live in the geographical are you are working in. This is very important since 

you cannot see the expression on your readers faces. You must be secure in knowing that 

your skill as a writer evokes the proper concern, compassion and longing toward your 

characters. 

More than once I have read books and had no idea who was speaking. They all sounded 

alike. For my first novel MOONLIGHT FOR MAGGIE, I needed to know about some of 

the local color, so I called a business in New Orleans and spoke with the gentleman who 

ran the establishment. Not only did he tell me about Abstracts, but I took notes on how he 

pronounced certain words and where the emphasis was on various words. It was 
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important for readers to feel compassion toward the old man and the loss of his wife, yet 

they had to sense his annoyance at being accused of wrongdoing. His deep Cajun drawl 

endeared them and his indignation made readers want to defend him. 

Use your imagination and play the voices in your mind. Many readers and writers have 

little entertainment centers in their heads. In my opinion a writer has done their job if I 

can see the images in my head and hear the voices. What does this sound like in your 

mind? Read it aloud if you have to. You must remember though, sound is only a small 

part of a voice. Don’t discount the importance of vocabulary. 

“Hello, Mr. White. How are you today?”  

“I am fine thank you. What can I do for you today?”  

“I need to hire you to find my daughter.” 

“How long has she been missing?” 

“Seven days.” 

“Where did you last see her?” 

Does this thrill you in any way? If you wrote an entire novel like this, your chance of 

keeping anyone’s attention past, “I am fine…” is close to non-existent. There is no 

feeling or emotion; nothing to indicate this parent truly cares about his daughter. The 

monotone dialogue and lack of variation in vocabulary indicates total indifference on 

both characters part. 

This leads us to personality. Each character has its own way of speaking or doing. This 

sets us all apart and makes us unique. 

“Mistah White, you’ve got to help me.” 

“What is it? What’s got you so upset?” 

“It’s my daughter, she’s gone missin’. It’s been seven days with no word.” 

“Settle down, of course I’ll help you. Tell me when you last saw her.” 
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In the first line you have established a bit of a southern accent and a very agitated parent. 

The next line indicates a familiarity between the characters. Perhaps they are good friends 

or business partners, not simple acquaintances. In the final sentence you have formed a 

sympathetic bond.  

Exercise... 

You can either do this here for all to see and criticize or on your own. 

Write one paragraph from this scenario. 

The hero is from the deep hills of Alabama and has just found out that the heroine, who 

he had a one night stand with, has brought him his son. The boy is five. The heroine is a 

rich girl from uppercrust Boston. 

Dialogue, Part 2: 

Because our brain allows us to make distinctions between vocabulary and tone we 

develop different voices. One character may talk to her mother in a totally different 

manner than she would talk to her boyfriend. Even if she was talking to them both at the 

same time. 

Sylvia held the telephone away from her ear. “Mother, you don’t have to shout. I’m not a 

child.” She covered the mouthpiece and rolled her eyes. 

Jarrod smiled and mimicked her mother. “Don’t do this. Don’t do that.” 

Sylvia giggled. “If you think you’re gonna get lucky after this buddy.” 

She snapped the telephone back up. “Yes, Mother I am still listening to you.” 

Can you notice the difference in voice inflections when she is teasing her boyfriend and 

her irritation when her mother is obviously chastising her? These differences distinguish 

your characters personalities. This isn’t always as easy when writing as it is when 

speaking, but it can be done. The best thing is you can use voices in your writing that you 

may not be able to use in speech. It goes beyond geographical dialects. You also have to 

take attitude and level into consideration. Is your hero flippant when he is forced into 

helping the snotty heroine? Does your heroine tend to shriek when she is backed into a 
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corner? Does the villain in your story speak in a cold nasal manner? As a writer it is your 

job to make all of these things clear in your dialogue.  

To make your dialogue work, you must know the rhythm of your characters speech 

patterns. Does your cowboy use short crisp words? Does your historical school marm 

have a tendency to use five-dollar words? Southerners and cowboys drawl, children 

ramble and mispronounce words. 

Katie stared over the fence. “Daddy, why does the ephalant have such a big nose?” 

Katie is obviously young. Would a four-year-old know the difference between big and 

long? Possibly, but in fourteen years as a preschool teacher it has been my experience 

everything larger or taller than the child is simply bigger. 

Put yourself “in character” when writing your dialogue. Consider yourself an actor and 

your reading your lines. Imagine yourself in full Victorian dress. If your heroine is 

standing in a cotton field in the ninety degree Georgia heat strapped up with petticoats 

and her corset too tight would her voice be light and feathery? Chances are, NO! She 

would be uncomfortable and more than likely a bit irritated. 

Damian, I don’t care how hungry I am. You surely can’t expect me to pick cotton. I do 

have my pride and reputation to consider, Suh.” Lilly snapped her fan open and heaved a 

heavy sigh. “Now, if you will excuse me I am in need of refreshment.” 

The undertones are very slight, but you can get a feel of what she is about. She is 

obviously a pampered southern belle who is suddenly down on her luck and not at all 

pleased about it. 

Emotion is critical to good dialogue. If we don’t feel anything, they are just words. I’m 

sure you’ve all heard writers called artists. As writers we don’t paint with pictures, we 

paint with words. Each word is a color and evokes a different emotion. Think of red as 

anger, yellow as happy, blue as somber and subdued. Now each of these colors has 

different shades. Words are the same. Mad/Red shows us something, but irate/Scarlet 

shows us something stronger. How would you show livid/Crimson? It might be hard to 

imagine at first, but give it some thought and you will see how our choice of words shows 

something different.  

The hero has just caught the heroine stealing from him. How would he react?  
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Example 1 (Red/Mad) 

“What are you doing?” Perry asked, keeping his voice steady. 

Meredith stuffed her hands in her pockets and swallowed past the lump I her throat. 

“Nothing – I was just-“ 

He stepped toward her. “What do you have there?” He sensed her fear, but couldn’t let it 

sway him. 

Before he could question her any further she burst into tears and shoved the wad of 

money at him. “I didn’t know what else to do.”  

“Why?” 

This is a semi-emotional scene. He is obviously mad, but the dialogue shows more 

tolerance than anger. The choice of words and lack of depth don’t pack much of a punch. 

Example 2 (Scarlet/Irate) 

“Don’t even think about moving,” Perry barked. 

Meredith’s eyes grew wide and she visibly flinched. “Wait, you don’t understand.” 

He wasn’t prepared for this. He’d expected something, but the same woman he’d invited 

to his bed, was picking his pockets. “Are you going to tell me I didn’t just see you lift my 

money?” 

“You did, but it isn’t what you think.” 

His clinched fists began to throb as he advanced on her. How could he have been so 

stupid as to trust her? She was common. Hadn’t everyone told him as much? “I’m giving 

you five seconds to give me my money and make a run for it. I suggest you don’t let me 

catch you.” 

In this scene we get a little more emotion. I’ve beefed up the action and therefore pulled 

more emotion from the characters. We see and feel the torment of betrayal. Notice the 
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deeper intensity of the tag lines. We don’t want to overdo it on tags, but often they help 

offer a bit more kick. 

Example 3 (Crimson/Livid) 

Perry grabbed her hand still in his pant’s pocket. “What in the hell are you doing?” 

Meredith tried to pull free from his grip. She’d never expected to get caught. “You don’t 

understand.” 

The feral gleam in his eye said otherwise. “I don’t? So, your grubby little fingers aren’t 

wrapped around my money?” 

Her heart pounded against her chest as his grasp on her wrist tightened and she feared the 

glowering man before her. Trying again to break free, she only managed to fuel his anger. 

“Please, you’re hurting me.”  

“Oh really,” he hissed. “I doubt you could be hurting any more than me. I just found the 

woman I thought I could love stealing from me.” He pushed her hand away, his 

expression showing the disgust she felt in the pit of her own stomach. 

“I’m sorry, Perry. Let me explain.” 

“Don’t bother begging, Mer. It sickens me to think I let you manipulate me into giving a 

damn. Get out!” 

This last scene is by far the most emotional. We slipped into Meredith’s POV and saw 

the hero through her eyes. We felt the fear she had of his anger. The emotion made it 

more intense. We learn a lot more about the characters through the dialogue and their 

actions. You have to decide whose POV to be in. I suggest you choose the person who 

has the most to lose or gain. It is always harder for some than others. Dialogue in itself 

shows us both sides, it is the tags and action sequence that boost the words. As you 

become more accustomed to writing dialogue you will begin to notice similarities in your 

characters. The characters will be different, but you’ll begin to notice a style forming. 

This voice will repeat itself in each book. Fear not, you have just found your personal 

style. It is this style (when used effectively) that will help you build a readership. They’ll 

either love you or hate you. We all hope they love us, but this is the real world. Mastering 

the basics of dialogue, plot and storytelling will help you. 
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Part 3: Dialect and Slang 

Miriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary (Tenth Edition) describes dialect in several 

ways. The most appropriate way for how we use it is as follows: A manner or means of 

expressing oneself; phraseology  

In today’s society that is more or less translated to mean “how” we say something. In 

writing this is commonly related to the specific accent used by an author to illustrate a 

person’s geographical location or heritage.  

What do you think of when you read: 

“Why suh, I do believe you are flirting with me.” 

One word <suh> immediately transports us to the historical deeps south. Most people 

would picture Scarlett O’Hara in their mind.  

How about this one? 

“Tis naught but a small wound My Lord. I kin you willna die from it,” Maude sighed. 

You should be able to hear the slight brogue as you read this. This is done in the roughest 

form since Medieval is not my strong suit. But you would imagine a saucy maiden testing 

the temper of a medieval warrior or her Laird. 

The variation in spelling and pronunciation of various words offers the information we 

need to visualize not only the character, but the place. 

In most of my stories I tend to write Cajun heroes, since my obsession lies in the 

Louisiana region. This was a big problem for me in the beginning since I have never been 

there. Here’s an example. 

“Why don’ you trip on ova’ he’ya to sit on my knee, chere?” 

Okay, am I killing you yet? I wrote an entire book like this and darn near drove myself in 

sane. Can you imagine having to read 400 pages written like that? I can’t. This is what I 

call the dialect trap. If you write like this through your entire book, you are selling your 
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reader short. The solution is to pick a few catch words and remain constant throughout 

your pages. Simply put I ended up with: 

“Come sit on my knee, chere.”  

I fancied myself clever to have styled my hero in MOONLIGHT FOR MAGGIE after 

Dennis Quaid in The Big Easy. Soon reality kicked my butt. I met a man who was born 

and raised living in the bayou. You could have slapped me in the head and rolled me in a 

hole when he pointed out that Dennis’ sexy accent was greatly exaggerated. 

I managed to save my story and my hide by toning down the accent and using those few 

strategically placed catch words. I also made good use of a smattering of dialogue tags. 

Sadly enough, no matter how much we hate it, dialect can be too much of a good thing. 

Yes, we want to use that tool to make our readers understand, but we cannot detract from 

the story itself. Trying to decipher spellings and pronunciations can drive a reader insane 

and jar them right out of your book. Subtle is the answer. 

I’m going to use the following examples to clear some things up. We can see several 

things from the example. First, it is definitely historical, now sailors more than likely did 

speak like this back in the old days and I’d bet my left arm no one except another sailor 

could understand a word of what they said, but in present time we don’t listen to people 

we can’t understand. This holds true for readers as well. 

Sailor and school marm 

"Ye there! Ma'am! Heave to and drop anchor." 

Are you addressing me sir?" 

"Ye be the school marm?" 

"Yes, I be--am the school teacher." 

"I be looking for young Jim Sparks, the galley boy. He ben want'n to write 'ome. They 

tolt 'em t'ask the school marm." 

"Yes, well, I haven't seen the young man." 
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"Wen ye see 'em tell 'em I be at the Jolly Roger." 

"I shall tell him you were looking for him. I am sure that he'll know where to find you." 

"That be true. Thank ye kindly ma'am." 

Here is a very rough (remember I said I am no expect in the beginning of this 

class…<G>) 

“Ahoy, Ma’am. Might I trouble you for a word?” 

“Are you addressing me sir?” 

“Ye be the school marm?” 

"Yes, I be - am the school teacher." 

"I be looking for young Jim Sparks, the galley boy. He’s been wantin’ to write 'ome. 

They sent me to find the school marm." 

"Yes, well, I haven't seen the young man." 

"When ye see the lad, tell him I’ll be at the Jolly Roger." 

"I shall tell him you were looking for him. I am sure that he'll know where to find you." 

"That be true. Thank ye kindly ma'am." 

You’ll see I made a few changes, mostly in spelling. A good rule of thumb, if the word 

sounds the same spelled correctly than when you try to vary it, go with the correct 

spelling. Like: 

"Wen ye see 'em tell 'em I be at the Jolly Roger." 

"When ye see the lad, tell him I’ll be at the Jolly Roger." 

When it’s the same pronunciation, by leaving it correct, you make the reader work less at 

deciphering. 
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‘em – I read this word the first time as them. I got the same effect by using “the lad.” 

We have to take into consideration society’s current speech patterns, even when writing 

historicals. Some words will be easily misunderstood like “I be” sadly enough we have 

trained ourselves to hear this and think of retardation. Now, not everyone will do this, but 

I work with it and it happens. 

You must be careful with “ye” and “ya.” Ye will take us back to the 13th-16th centuries 

whereas, “ya” will only lead to the old west. 

The key is to set the tone as early in your book as you can. Tell the reader what to hear 

when you use certain words. They will understand. Example, I let the reader know that 

Paul Remington in MOONLIGHT FOR MAGGIE slipped into his Cajun drawl when he 

was feeling amorous or thinking of the heroine, Maggie. Throughout the book I simply 

used the word “chere” in those situations and voila, it had his dialect and accent and the 

readers don’t hate me. 

Dialogue Part 4: Slang, Wicked Words and When to Use Them 

This is probably the hardest part of dialogue and will be the shortest part of this lesson. 

Slang are a variation of a specific word that we shorten, misspell or mispronounce to 

make a point or show emphasis on social class or regional location. They can be your 

best friend and your worst enemy at the same time. 

Look at any Spike Lee movie. Would his “homeys” be the same without their rap-like 

language? 

Below I am going to list a few sites I found quite interesting in my research. I highly 

recommend that you go all the way to the bottom of this page. You will find a buffet of 

information on languages and slang. Everything I would love to tell you , but don’t have 

the inclination to type in. So consider this your research part of dialogue.  

Ye Olde English Sayings: http://www.rootsweb.com/~genepool/sayings.htm 

Slanguages has a lot of humor and a lot of fact: http://www.slanguage.com/ 
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What about Austin Powers? We all know the groovy lingo all too well, okay some of you 

might not remember that far back, but you have seen enough of it in the movies to get the 

gist. 

Every social class, every ethnic background and every culture has its own variation of 

language. I refer to these words and phrases as slang. Some are as simple as “groovy 

baby.” 

I have read more than my fair share of books where an author used slang, cliches and 

colorful phrases to death. It is very easy to do. More times than not in everyday speaking 

we use slang and shortened versions of words. Please recognize that it is extremely 

different when reading and listening or saying. 

I felt it important to remind you to be as accurate about the words you choose to let your 

character say as with dialect. Know your region and know your characters social class. 

There are always exceptions, but it’s the small things the readers will ultimately latch 

onto to make your life miserable. 

Karen L. Williams aka Alexis Hart is many things, tired mostly. From her home in 

Arlington, TX she publishes and co-edits the intimate, yet well-liked Rhapsody Magazine. 

She is the proud as punch owner of the BookShelf in Grand Prairie, TX, a cute little 

independent bookstore. After only one year as the store's owner, she was nominated for 

the Publishers Weekly BookSeller of the Year (2000). Ms. Williams recently became 

involved with a new face in the industry, Echelon Press, where her romantic comedy 

LOST AND FOUND will be the launch book. She currently has several books in print 

with Domhan Books, with a few more up her sleeve. She is also proud to announce her 

participation in a beautiful anthology, ROMANCING THE HOLIDAYS, Vol. 1 from Elan 

Press. Her contribution is a Halloween time travel entitled Devlin's Wicked Wish. You 

can e-mail her about anything (except borrowing money) at txbookshelf@netzero.net or 

visit her self-designed site at www.karenlwilliams.com Backlist: The Wings of Love, 

Domhan Books; Dark Shines My Love, Domhan Books; Moonlight For Maggie, Domhan 

Books (aka Alexis Hart); Crazy For You, Domhan Books 5/01; Romancing the Holidays 

Vol. 1, Elan Press; Lost and Found, Echelon Press 8/01; Cursed Comes Christmas, 

Echelon Press 11/01 
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